
 
 

Ecumenical Strangeness in Bari 

 
I was a bit surprised when arriving early at Mass I was met by the sound of a larger and more 

festive choir than usual (unfortunately still made up of deaf old ladies). It turned out that mass was 

postponed for an ecumenical prayer meeting. The leaders were placed hierarchically: In the middle 

the Latin metropolitan archbishop, to his right the schismatic apostolic churches, first the orthodox 

schismatics represented by a Greek with gold stola and black cook hat, then the pre chalcedonian 

schismatics represented by an Abyssinian in a magnificent black robe complete with a scarlet and 

black shawl (which on closer inspection turned out to be a plaid (!) scarf ). To the left of the bishop 

the non-apostolic heretics. In the place of honor next to the bishop a German Lutheran in 17th 

century clerical get-up and then a motley crowd of plainclothes heretics.  

First the Lutheran solemnly read out an old testament reading in German 

(thus defeating the whole point of Luther’s German, changing it into a solemn, 

but for the plebs unintelligible, liturgical language!).  A plain clothes man proceeded to 

give a learned exegesis of the passage. With extreme and refreshing presumption he tackled the 

question of free will and grace. As far as a could tell he was a bit of a Jansenist. Coming out of the 

dark of the old testament, and blindness of Protestantism, the Greek sang the epistle in the original 

with fitting byzantine solemnity. Again a learned exegesis. Finally the Gospel was read by one of 

those champions of orthodoxy, a Dominican. The bishop then gave a veritable tour de force of 

exegesis (which was also beautiful and orthodox).   

There was then some unfortunate lovy dovy prayers offered by a plain clothes Latin, 

contrasting unpleasantly with the learned exegesis. To the pleasure of the faithful the end of the 

ecumenical thingy made up for the toleration cheesiness. The thingy ended with a bang, or rather a 

liturgical dance. But not the kind you, dear reader, are thinking of. A group of Abyssinians ladies 

dressed up in colonial pseudo nun costumes began singing ancient Semitic hymns, dancing back and 

forth to complicated drumbeats. Every once and a while they would let out blood curdling war 

whoops. 

That we might be one as You, oh Prince of peace. 


